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LED Array Light Source Illuminance Distribution and Photoelectric 

Detection Performance Analysis in Dust Concentration Testing System 

  
Hanshan Li，Xiaoyue Sang  

School of Electronic and Information Engineering, Xi’an Technological University, Xi’an, 710021, China 

Email: lihanshan269@163.com 

 
Highlights: 

 presents a new light transmission method to measure atmospheric dust concentration 

 sets up the uniform surface source model of LED array light source.  

 gives the illumination distribution calculation function of LED array light source. 

 sets up new sensitivity and SNR function of dust concentration detection system. 

 

 
Abstract: To improve the reliability of the measurement results of dust concentration and increase the testing range of dust 

concentration, this paper presents a new light transmission method to measure atmospheric dust concentration. Based on the 

principles of dust concentration test system, the study focuses on LED array light source illuminance distribution and 

photoelectric detection performance; analyzes the illumination distribution characteristics and uniformity of the single LED; 

establishes the illumination distribution calculation model of the array LED uniform light source; deduces a new detection 

sensitivity and SNR calculation function on dust concentration test system, and research the relationship between dust 

concentration and sensitivity, SNR and the array LED uniform light source. Through calculation and analysis, the results show 

that the better the uniformity of the single LED light source, the better the performance of the array LED light source, and the 

higher the sensitivity of dust concentration test system and the better the test results; By collecting the illuminance of array LED 

uniform light source in different positions, the illuminance distribution was obtained, the results verifies the established uniform 

array LED light source model is reasonable and feasible in the dust concentration test system. 

 

Keywords: Photoelectric detection sensor; illuminance distribution; uniform light source; dust concentration; detection 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of industry, dust detection has 

become a research hot point in many countries. Now, the 

testing method of dust concentration has capacitance method, 

transmission method and scattering method[1-2], and so on. 

Among them, the dust concentration detection by optical test 

method is widely used because of the characteristics of simple 

operation and high real-time[3]. Dust concentration detection 

system by laser is a line region concentration value, which has 

some fluctuation because the dust particles have Brownian 

motion in a certain area. The single point cannot cover the 

multi area test values, and therefore, the testing results cannot 

describe the real concentration value. In view of the detection 

principle and the detection method, many researches have 

been made at home and abroad. For instance, the Mesa 

method, optical transmission method and double way method 

are put forward[4-7]. These methods make requests for the 

uniformity and brightness of the light source as the uniformity 

and brightness of the system seriously affect the test stability 

and reliability in the dust detection[8]. So, it is necessary to 

study the uniform light source of the dust detection system. 

To solve this problem, we present a new light transmission 

method to measure atmospheric dust concentration, use array 

LED and array photoelectric detection sensor to design unit 

detection device to gain different area dust concentration. The 

concentration of atmospheric dust in large areas can be 

obtained by using the internet of things and data combination 

analysis, and the large areas atmospheric dust concentration 

testing will be realized. Because the design method of the 

array LED and array photoelectric detection sensor can 

structure large area atmospheric dust concentration testing, it 

can solve the deficiency of single light source testing system 

and improve the reliability of testing results effectively. This 

paper sets up a large-scale measurement and monitoring 

system of dust concentration, studies the illumination 

distribution of single LED and LED array as well as the light 

source characteristics of LED array, and deduces a new 

detection sensitivity and SNR calculation function of dust 

concentration in the dust concentration test system. 

 

2. Detection principle of dust concentration testing system 

based on uniform light source 

The basic principle of dust concentration detection by 

optical method is that a beam of linear polarized light shines 

on particles. Assume the dust particles are the ideal spherical 

particle, which is regarded as a point. If the scattering angle of 

LED is  , the wavelength is , and the intensity is 0I , the 

scattering intensity of single particle can be gained by formula 

(1) under the certain distance between the particle and 

photoelectric detection sensor. 
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In (1),  I is the scattering light intensity at the direction 
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